• Identify critical issues

• New to media interviews or speaking

• Develop scenarios, and

• A veteran executive spokesperson who wants
to refresh your skills, or

• Craft appropriate answers

Lecture, skills development and one-on-one
mock interview practice is therefore customized
to your situation and organizational goals.
Participants achieve confidence in public
speaking and during media interviews through
exercises that convey highly effective
communication techniques and positive,
consistent messages.
When you talk to a reporter, industry analyst, or
any other constituent audience, you are actually
speaking to the most important people in your
professional life…

…Keenan PR can help you maximize
communications through improved skill in
dealing with high-visibility media or speaking
engagements.
“Keenan PR delivers more than just a message and
shows participants how they can succeed. Not only is
the presentation engaging, the materials provided
demonstrate to participants there is a genuine
interest in their success.”

- Independent Community Bankers of America
“I chose Keenan PR because of its excellent
reputation in the industry. Lead trainer, Heathere
Evans-Keenan is a highly skilled coach and presenter.
She adeptly applies her professional, real-life
experience that really makes a difference. We plan to
bring in Keenan PR on a regular basis.”

• The public
• Your customers or members
• Your employees and representatives
• Professional peers

- U.S. Department of Energy

• Analysts and Investors
What you say–and the way you say it – can
affect your audience’s perception of you and
your organization. Keenan PR gives you the
tools to ensure the message you send is
positive, powerful, and memorable. We
customize speaker & media coaching to your
unique requirement. Using a combination of
background information, communications
exercises and role playing, Keenan PR helps
clients develop the skills necessary to get the
most out of every speaking engagement.

• A public relations professional whose client
could benefit from media coaching…

Keenan PR’s training is suited to both individuals
and groups. Our highly individualized training
helps attendees to:
• Maximize interviews with the media
• Effectively and consistently communicate key
organizational messages
• Build relationships with market influencers
• Be a more effective spokesperson in
any venue

• Maximizing Message Delivery
• Steps to Winning Presentation
• Understanding the Listener

Keenan PR
provides
customized training
that empowers
clients with
tangible principles
and practices
that tap their true strengths and
enable them to be the best
versions of themselves — at work
and at home.

• Leveraging Key Messages
• Controlling the Interview
• Communications Tips and Techniques
• Fine Tuning Beginnings and Endings
• Proven 3-Point Presentation Method
• Top 10 Don’ts

Our Mission is to provide transformational
workshops, training and coaching for
entrepreneurs, corporate leaders,
spokespeople and women in the workplace.
We Empower clients with practical tools
and techniques.

We Evoke the very best from our clients.
We Encourage our clients to discover their
true and fullest potential.

• Personal Strengths and Weaknesses
• Employing Communications Techniques
• Print and Broadcast Interviews
• Confrontational and Informational
Interviews

For more information visit
www.keenanpr.com
or email us at
info@keenanpr.com

